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Flightline faces major overhaul

Ayers to replace
Theokas as Flight
Dept. chairman
Christoper Noth
Staff Reporter

ERAU Baseball beat #8 seeded
Spalding with a 11-3 victory over
the team from Univ. of Kentucky.
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Christopher Noth, The Avionʼs
columnist, comments on where
tax money is being spent .
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The Space Shuttle Discovery
rolled back to the vehicle assembly
building to swap its boosters.
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Wild Mexican gray wolves are
being artificially inseminated to
boost their dwindling numbers.
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Dr. Tim Brady, dean of the College of
Aviation, told students in an open forum
Thursday that changes in Flight Department
leadership will bring new life to the flight
program. “About a month ago, we started
to address some issues in the flight department. We noticed that some activities
were tied to flight leadership,” Brady told
students. He could not elaborate, because
“sensitive personnel issues” were involved.
Brady did, however, promise to “tell as
much as [was] reasonable.”
Brady explained that the changes,
including the appointment of Professor
Frank Ayers as chairman of the Flight
Department and placement of Ivan Grau
as interim Chief Flight Instructor, were
made with guidance from the highest levels in the University. He also
explained, “We wanted to do it all at once
to minimize the pains involved.” Making
changes at the start of the summer was
also strategic. Brady noted “Timing was
important for us; we wanted to make our
changes when things have a slower pace -we have fewer students in the summer.”
Brady praised the newly-appointed Ayers,
citing his experience as a pilot, professor,
manager and leader. Brady explained that
Ayers would be working to bridge the gap
between the Flight Department and the
Aeronautical Science Department.
Professor Ayers introduced himself as a
graduate of the ERAU part 141 CFI program, citing his experience as both a student and a faculty member. Ayers moved
into his plans for the department, citing
production as a primary factor in improving flight line satisfaction.
“What we have had was an issue with
good production,” Ayers said. “What
weʼre going to be trying to do is produce
flights in a fairly aggressive fashion that
is still friendly toward students,” he continued. Ayers also explained that he had
formed a “production team” to focus on
improving the overall flight line experience. Ayers further emphasized the need
to complete courses on time, saying
“When people go more than one semester
in a course, it backs up the entire system;
weʼre looking for one semester, one course.
We want students to get through the
program as soon as they can.”
“Weʼre putting everything on the table,”
Please see “FLIGHTLINE” page A2
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FRANK AYERS, THE NEW Chairman of the Flight Department, explained his plans for the deparment, citing production as a
primary factor in improving flightline satisfaction. He has formed a production team to focus on improving flightline satisfaction.

Deadline missed for modulars
“We went down
to the wire to get
them here,” says
Dean Watret
Jonathan Mettin
Managing Editor
Many incoming Embry-Riddle freshmen
will be forced to have two roommates this
coming August after the university missed
the deadline for having modular housing in
place for the Fall 2005 semester.
“We went down to the wire to get them
here,” said Associate Chancellor Dr. John
Watret. “They will be coming, but will not
be here for August occupancy.”

Hurricane season begins with storm
in pacific, intense season expected
Hurricanes!
� Hurricane Watch- expect
hurricane conditions within 36 hours.
� Hurricane Warning- expect
hurricane conditions within 24 hours.
� DO NOT TAPE WINDOWS! IT
DOES NOTHING!
� Make sure and have a full tank
of gas and cash on hand.
� Hurricane supply tax holiday
begins June 1.

Experts predict
70% chance of
above-normal
season
Levi Jordan
Staff Reporter
The 2005 hurricane season had barely
begun in the Eastern Pacific and not yet
commenced in the Atlantic Basin when
meteorologists announced on May 17 that

PHOTO COURTESY WWW.NOAA.GOV

HURRICANE FRANCES AS IT approaches the east coast of Florida. Hurricane Frances caused 2.5 million to evacuate their homes last year and even caused on-campus
residents to evacuate for a week. Damages from Frances totalled approx. $3 billion.

the first tropical storm of the season had
developed in the Pacific Ocean roughly
470 miles west-southwest of the coast of
Guatemala and El Salvador.
Tropical Storm Adrian quickly strengthened, much to the amazement of forecasters; however, it was Adrianʼs unusual
forecast track that amazed everyone.
Most Pacific storms tend to track toward
the northwest, marching roughly parallel to the Central American coastline
before edging out to sea or veering inland.
Adrian however, moved in a steady north
eastern direction before making landfall
just west of the El Salvadorian capital of
San Salvador on Thursday May 19, with
maximum sustained winds of 75 mph.
For a time, Adrianʼs low-level, closed circulation low pressure center was expected
to survive the mountainous terrain of the
Central American isthmus and emerge
over the warm waters of the Caribbean
Sea. Fortunately, Adrian fizzled out over
Honduras, but not before leaving scattered
showers, some flooding and blocked roads.
The storm was also responsible for claiming two lives and forcing the evacuation of
23,000 people in El Salvador.
Had Adrian survived, it would have been
a first recorded tropical storm to do so.
The National Hurricane Center said that
since 1966, only one tropical depression
has ever hit the coasts of Guatemala or El
Salvador in May and no storm on record
has ever crossed the Central American
isthmus from the Eastern Pacific to
Western Atlantic and survived.
Interestingly enough, the formation of a
tropical storm or even a hurricane during
the month of May in the western hemisphere
is not extraordinarily abnormal. In fact,
records from the National Hurricane Center
indicate a tropical system has developed in
every month of the year. May, in particular, has been fairly busy. Since 1871, nine
Please see “HURRICANE” page A2

“We were told last Thursday [May
19] that due to the delivery schedule
[the university] would not be able to
get them for the fall,” said Director
of Housing Operations Tom Hilgers.
The “mods,” as many have taken to
call them, require 60-90 days of off-site
construction before the prefabricated
dormitories are ready to be delivered to
the campus, according to Hilgers. On
top of that, he added, the school would
need to set up basic infrastructure, such
as electric power and running water,
before the modulars arrived. As of now,
the process has not begun. If construction
started today, they would not be ready for
residents until mid to late September.
Student Government Association (SGA)
President Sara McCook said that there was
a “lack of planning and preparations” on the
part of the university, saying that several
factors, such as food services, were not as
thought out as they should have been.

“Given more time, more planning
and a better understanding of the correct number of students,” McCook said,
the modulars could have been in place
in time for the Fall 2005 semester.
SGA Vice President Brian Gambino, who
lived in the residence halls last year, said
that the need for new dorms is not new. “It
should have been forseen,” he said, saying
that the university is “growing rapidly” and
that capital should have been allocated for a
new dormitory years ago.
The location for the modulars has also
been changed from the tennis courts next
to Doolittle Hall to the soccer field north of
the Student Village. Hilgers explained that
one or two new residence halls are being
planned for the near future and would most
likely occupy the space now occupied by the
tennis, volleyball and basketball courts near
Doolittle and McKay Halls, and that placing
Please see “MODULARS” page A2

Tales of Taylors

SHYAMAL ADDANKI/AVION

CHARLES TAYLOR II POSES with a bust of his great-grandfather, who was
the mechanic for the Wright brothers. The Department of Aviation Maintenance Science was dedicated to Charles Taylor who single-handedly built
the engine that powered the first flight with only a lathe and drill press.
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Eagles win 11-3 over Spalding
Brian Case
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SOLID PITCHING BY #32 Chris Langlois led the top seeded Embry-Riddle baseball team to a 11-3 victory over #8 seeded Spalding.
Langlois earned his 10th win of the year with 7.2 inning outing.

� “MODULARS”
from FRONT

mods there now only to move
them in one to three years
would be counterproductive.
Hilgers does emphasize, however,
that “short-term, it definitely meets
a need. It makes sense to add these
mods to our housing system until

new permanent dorms are built.”
“We will be getting them, hopefully by spring,” Watret said. “The
final decision hasnʼt been made
yet.” According to Watret, the
university may set up one or two
modulars in the fall for use during
the spring, then use the summer to
construct the remaining modulars
for the 2006-2007 academic year.
Without the extra rooms the

The top-seeded Embry-Riddle
baseball team entered the NAIA
World Series with an 11-3 win over
#8 Spalding University of Kentucky.
The victory brings the Eagles
record to 50-8, and lowers the
Pelicans to 53-13.
After receiving a first round bye,
the Eagles debut was marked with
home runs by Kevin Haney, Richard
Cormier and Josh Smith. Haney
opened with a two-run home run in
the first inning, and had a total of
three hits for the night. Cormier followed with a similar two-run home
run and also had three hits. With
five-runs including Smithʼs home
run in the seventh inning, the Eagles
left little chance for the Pelicans.
Singles in the eighth and ninth
rounded out the Eagleʼs score.
modulars would provide, Hilgers
said the Housing Department would
be forced to “temporarily triple up
a few floors in Adams and Wood.”
He denied the rumor that both
residence halls would tripled up in
their entirety, saying that at most
two floors in Wood Hall and one
floor in Adams Hall, both exclusivly freshman dorms, would be
three-person rooms.

� “HURRICANE”

tropical storm strength.
“It is difficult to make any kind
May 23, 1972: Subtropical storm of an accurate prediction of how
Alpha crossed North Florida into many of these will strike land,”
from FRONT
the Atlantic, where it became a said Lautenbacher. “But I think
tropical storms have formed in named tropical storm.
statistically you can look at the
the month of May, with two of
May 17, 1970: Hurricane Alma fact that when seasons are more
those storms intensifying into hur- is named in the Caribbean south active, and we have a higher level
ricanes.
of Cuba. Hits western Cuba of hurricanes, you have a higher
On May 17, 1889, a tropical and Florida after weakening chance of hurricanes striking
storm formed in the northwestern to a tropical depression.
the United States.”
Caribbean Sea. Over the next three
May
2,
1959:
Tropical
“So I would expect two to three
days, the storm hit Cuba and the Storm Arlene forms in the perhaps striking the United States,”
Bahamas. Two years later another Gulf, hits Louisiana.
Lautenbacher said. NOAA said
May storm formed. This one
May 25, 1953: Tropical Storm the outlook reflects “an expected
did not make landfall, but it did Alice forms in Caribbean, loops, continuation of above-average
become a category 2 hurricane.
then heads north, does another loop activity that began in 1995.” Since
On May 14, 1933, a tropical off western Cuba before taking aim then, all but two Atlantic hurricane
storm
formed
at the Florida seasons were above-normal.
just south of
Panhandle.
The reasons for such an active
Jamaica
in
May
27, season are mainly the lack of a
Three to five
the Caribbean
1934: Tropical strong El Nino, the weather patSea. It moved
storm
hits tern characterized by a rise in
[tropical
storms]
northwest
F l o r i d a the Pacific Ocean temperatures,
could become major
into Mexico.
and
South and temperatures in the northern
The 1934 hurCarolina.
Atlantic Ocean that are about 3
hurricanes
ricane season
M a n y degrees warmer than normal.
also
began
more storms
“The issue, really, this year is
- LAUTENBACHER
early
when
formed, but the anomalously warm sea suron May 27, a
stayed at sea in face temperatures in the Atlantic,”
tropical storm formed a few miles May. Itʼs a rare weather setup that said Frank Lepore of the National
southwest of Key West. The storm allows these early tropical systems Hurricane Center. Warm water
eventually packed winds of 50 mph to move north of Cuba and threaten provides fuel for tropical storms
and swept across South Florida, the continental United States.
to increase strength and become
passing through Palm Beach
The official 2005 hurricane sea- fierce hurricanes. The surface temand Martin counties.
son outlook indicates a 70% chance peratures of the Atlantic Ocean are
One of the most unusual May of an above-normal hurricane sea- warmer earlier this year than they
storms formed on May 15, 1951, son, a 20% chance of a near-normal were at the same time in 2004, a
south of Bermuda. Within two season, and only a 10% chance of a very ominous sign for forecasters
days, the system had become below-normal season. This outlook who still remain cautious.
Hurricane Able and was moving is produced by scientists at the
In contrast to the Atlantic, a
west toward the Bahamas. The National Oceanic and Atmospheric below-normal hurricane season is
storm took a curious track on May Administrationʼs
expected in
17, doing a loop-the-loop just north (NOAA) Climate
the Eastern
of the Bahamas. On May 21, offi- Prediction Center
and Central
... I would expect
cials recorded winds of 115 mph, (CPC), Hurricane
Pacific. The
making Able the only major hur- R e s e a r c h
outlook for
two to three
ricane in the month of May.
Division (HRD),
the Eastern
perhaps striking the
Two years later, Hurricane and
National
Pacific hurAlice put on quite a show. Alice Hurricane Center
ricane seaUnited
States
.
performed two loop-the-loops, (NHC).
The
son calls for
- LAUTENBACHER
struck Honduras, Cuba and the outlook calls for
11-15 tropiFlorida Panhandle and had sus- 12-15
tropical
cal storms,
tained winds of 80 mph. Ironically, storms, with 7-9
with
six
the most recent May tropical sys- becoming hurricanes, and 3-5 of to eight becoming hurricanes of
tem was 1981ʼs Tropical Storm these becoming major hurricanes.
which two to four may become
Arlene, which struck Cuba and
“Three to five could become major hurricanes. Two or three
the Bahamas. Arleneʼs highest sus- major hurricanes,” NOAA Director tropical cyclones are projected for
tained winds were 45 mph.
Conrad Lautenbacher said in a the Central Pacific and should only
Some other notable May tropical statement released with the fore- be a concern to mariners and shipstorms and hurricanes include
cast. Major storms are those pack- ping interests.
May 21, 1976: A storm labeled ing winds in excess of 111 mph.
The 2005 Atlantic Hurricane
subtropical crossed North Florida “Forecaster confidence that this Season starts on Wednesday
from the Gulf into the Atlantic. will be an active hurricane season June 1 and lasts until Wednesday
It was later conceded to be of is very high,” he added.
November 30.
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Scoring aside, the victory was
made possible by stellar pitching
from the Eagle bullpen. Starting
pitcher Chris Langlois went the
first six innings allowing only two
hits. In the bottom of the seventh
the Pelicans hit a three-run home
run, which would prove to be their
only scoring opportunity for the
evening. Langlois pitched for 7.2
innings, allowing just six hits, not
a single walk, and striking out nine.
Steven Otterness and Jonathan
Holt stepped in as relief to pitch
a combined 1.1 shutout innings.
The Eagles continued tournament
play Monday against defending
champions Cumberland University
of Tennessee (55-19). It was the
Bulldogs who defeated the Eagles
last season and eliminated them
from postseason play.
Note: The Cumberland – EmbryRiddle game was scheduled
too late for publication.

“Those are the ones that are traditionally tripled anyway,” Watret
said. According to Housing, last
year Adams and Wood did not have
to be tripled up at all, while 105
rooms in McKay were occupied by
three freshman, which they say is a
standard number.
Gambino is concerned about tripling Adams and Wood. While it is
normal for some rooms to be tripled
in the opening weeks of the academic year as the housing situation
settles, “Probably, the way things
are going, theyʼll have to remain
tripled up throughout the year … I
would have a problem with it in that
they have a bathroom shared by six
people,” he said, adding that those in
three-student rooms “are not getting
the same value as the other students”
while paying the same. He also
voiced concern over space concerns
with storage in the room.
Housing is being helped by a
smaller-than-expected number of
new students. “Weʼre getting a
larger class, but not as many as we
anticipated,” Watret said. “Housing
already planned for that.”
Hilgers agreed, saying that
“because the projection for new
student numbers has decreased …
[they] are more in line with last
yearʼs.”
The school had anticipated 1,400
new students, and although some
offices report the incoming number as around 1,500, Director of
Admissions Operations Richard
Clark stated that the total number
of new students matriculating in the
fall is approximately 1,300.
Resident Advisors originally
slated for the modulars will be reassigned based on seniority, according to Hilgers, with the displaced,
newer R.A.s being kept on staff as
alternates.
Hilgers said that the modulars
would suffice until the new dorms
are constructed. The new hall would
hold “approximately 300 students,”
depending on available funds, and
would replace the 380-personcapacity McKay Hall, which would
be demolished sometime after the
new building is complete. The new
dormʼs capacity would most likely
be between that of Doolittle (350
students) and Adams (230 students).
In the meantime, McCook said
that University President Dr. George
Ebbs “has OKʼed extra funding for
renovations of McKay and Chanute”
and “that theyʼre trying to reduce
McKay to two students per room.”
She and Gambino praised the renovations, saying that they are a good
step forward, but that new dorms are
still needed.
“They are realizing that this needs
to be moved up in the building process,” McCook said. When asked
just how important new dorms are,
she said, “The dorms are right up
there with the student union.”

� “FLIGHTLINE”

in order to cut down the time between flights, planning to move from the FAA part 142 proinstructors and students will meet at the aircraft gram. He defended the program, saying “The
to brief while it is being refueled. The proposed program allows flexibility for students between
from FRONT
changes will be practiced starting in mid-July, sims and aircraft. It gives you more freedom.”
then evaluated in August.
He also explained that the 142 system greatly
he said, emphasizing that he is looking at all
Ayers also pointed to another area that concerns resembles the AQPs [Advanced Qualification
aspects of the program, and working toward the many flight students: customer
Program] used by airlines.
best methods in all areas. He explained, “Weʼre service. He spoke about his
Equipment improvement
looking at our scheduling process and at the experience as a father, saying
has also been a major emphaflight block system; one of our ideas is a more “I have a son in college and Iʼm
sis for the flight line. Since
They’re
firm schedule, with a two-day hard schedule aware of the price of tuition. I
the spring, six new Piper
discussing things Seminoles have been put
produced daily.”
know [students] expect value.”
Ayers also outlined one idea for the flight He elaborated on some changes
the ramp. This fall, the
we should have been on
block system that would center around three day to the flight line itself, saying
University will trade eight
discussing before.
blocks, rather than five hour blocks six days each “We want to renovate the
Cessna 172s for eight new
week. He expanded, “I want [students] to know flight desk and move toward
Cessna 172s. Ayers also
- NATHAN VANAGAS
when theyʼre flying well ahead of time, so they a fun customer service envipromised that, along with the
can budget time to study for classes one night ronment.” He also addressed
new equipment, new instrucand for their flight another.”
concerns
tors will reflect the quality
Efficiency is another major
about over- and under-staff- associated with Embry-Riddle.
area for emphasis in Ayersʼ
ing at the flight desk, saying
Professor Ayers replaces former Chairman Dr.
We’ve got to
plans. “Weʼre looking at
“Weʼre looking at the flow Richard Theokas. Dr. Theokas has accepted a
how we dispatch airplanes.
with Gerry Catha. Weʼve got faculty position in the Aeronautical Science
make things
We want any aircraft you
to make things operate more Department. Ivan Grau and Lisa Haagen will fill
see on the ramp to either be
rhythmically.”
positions as Chief Flight Instructor and Assistant
operate
coming in, being refueled, or
Ayers expects that improve- to the Chief Flight Instructor respectively.
more rhythmically. ments in across-the-board Studentsʼ reactions to the changes were genergoing out. Weʼre looking for
faster sortie turnaround time.”
efficiency will not only mean ally positive. Nathan Vanagas, a multi-engine
- FRANK AYERS
Efficiency changes could be
“fun, safe, disciplined, and student, said that changes were welcome.
instrumental in controlling
organized” flying, but also Vanagas noted “They have a lot of ideas and
costs; Ayers estimated that faster sorties could controlled costs. “Iʼm looking aggressively at ways to ways to improve the quality -- theyʼre
mean “adding a whole flight everyday without spending,” he said, promising to work toward a discussing things we should have been disadding another airplane.”
break-even year.
cussing before.”
He summarized, “There
Under Ayersʼ plans, the ramp may be reorIn spite of student criticisms, Ayers said that seems to be some forward momentum to
ganized to cut down taxiing time. As well, at this point, the department is not actively make positive changes.”
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Modular housing not coming, three to a room
As some of you might know, the
modular housing that was supposed
to come to our campus will not
arrive in time for September. While
this may not pose a problem to those
of us here over the summer – we
are all upperclassmen who have
already selected our rooms for next
year – I find this extremely unfair
to our incoming freshmen, who will
be forced to sleep three to a room in
Adams and Wood Halls.
Firstly, letʼs look at space considerations. Adams and Wood are identical in their floor plans, with 136
square feet in the bedroom proper
(thereʼs 104 square feet for a closet
and sink, but letʼs neglect that for a
moment). Take that 136 square feet
and divide that among three people
– each person gets 45.33 feet of
personal space. Thatʼs about a 9 by
5 foot rectangle.

For those of us not inclined to
math, letʼs look at this practically.
Each student gets a dresser, a desk
and a bed. Assuming that the three
residents put their dressers in the
dressing area, they will still be
forced to bunk two beds and loft the
third so the third desk can fit.
Another practical issue to look
at is the bathroom. Although each
room has its own sink, two rooms
share a common bathroom with a
toilet and shower. Six people sharing
one bathroom sounds like trouble to
me – thereʼs no way you can stack
class schedules to make that work.
And if you get six girls sharing one
bathroom, I donʼt want to imagine
the havoc that can cause.
A less tangible effect will be
increased stress. As anyone who
has lived in the dorms will tell you,
roommates tend to get on one anoth-

erʼs nerves as the year progresses.
This is amplified when you have
a roommate you donʼt get along
with. Living in a three-person room
doubles your chance of getting a bad
roommate and, with less personal
space, triples your stress.
The RAs on the hall are
going to be taxed as well, having a 50% increase in their halls
population. That should make
check-outs interesting.
Another social problem that residents may encounter has been seen
previously in the tripled McKay
rooms and is referred to “odd
man out.” In this not-so-uncommon scenario, two people in the
room become best of friends and
ostracize the third. For a freshman
thrown into a new environment, this
could be traumatizing.
I think the thing that irks me the

most, however, is that the school will
be imposing the same price as they
would for a two-person room. Wood
and Adams are going to cost $1800
per person next semester. Worked
out, thatʼs about $450 a month for
what amounts to a one-bedroom,
one-bathroom apartment shared with
two other people. The three people
sharing that room could go get a
decent three-bedroom apartment,
with enough left over to pay for
their utilities and groceries. If you
are going to force students to triple
up, at least give them a cost break.
While I understand that the universityʼs options are limited, tripling
up rooms should not be an option.
Deciding not to get the modulars
will be a university decision that
will have an adverse effect on many
freshmen come August.
– Tom Bodarenko

People
celebrate
Memorial
Day many different ways. Many
families travel, making it one of
the busiest days on the highways
and at theme parks. Movie studios love Memorial Day, releasing
big budget hits and family flicks.
Around the nation, volunteers from
high school JROTC programs and
Boy Scout troops place American
flags on the graves of veterans,
remembering their sacrifice.
Last year Ted Koppel, host of
ABCʼs Nightline, decided to honor
the men and women who died in

Iraq by showing the faces of each
soldier while reading their name,
military branch and age aloud. Last
year, that amounted to 40 minutes
and 721 names.
The decision to produce the show,
entitled ʻThe Fallenʼ ignited a storm
of controversy. Sinclair Broadcast
Group thought the program carried
an anti-war bias, an assertion ABC
denied. Nevertheless, Sinclair pulled
the program from airing on its seven
ABC affiliate stations.
Decidedly absent is any uproar
about this yearʼs broadcast, which

will air the names of the over
900 soldiers killed in Iraq and
Afghanistan over the past year. Also
absent this year is a close presidential election, which reminds me how
much I dislike presidential politics.
In a statement on Sinclairʼs web site,
the company “applauds nightline
for paying tribute to those service
men and women killed in Iraq and
Afghanistan.” Their excuse for pulling the program last year was that
it occurred during the May ratings
sweeps, and that this yearʼs selection
of Memorial Day to air the episode

“is the appropriate setting.”
Sinclair should stand by their
original reason for airing the program instead of taking cover behind
a lame excuse. It was wrong to not
air the program the first time, and
itʼs just as wrong to make up excuses after the fact. Nightline should be
applauded for bringing the memorial
back to Memorial Day. At least Ted
Koppel has the guts to bring the war
casualties up front, even if only for
45 minutes. What remains to be seen
is if anyone will watch.
– Brian Case

Memorial Day Celebrations

DARRIN OʼBRADY/AVION

Feature Forum
A special forum that asks
two important questions that
affect the current and future
students of Riddle.

– Compiled by Darrin OʼBrady

Ron Chin
Aerospace Engineering
Senior

Will Bossio
Aeronautical Science
Senior

Student Forum 1

“Thatʼs f

“If you think itʼs crowded now.
Just wait. A lot of people in
a small amount of space.
Theyʼve done it before, but
now itʼs for the whole year.”

The Avion asks: “What are your thoughts

on three freshman living in an Adams/Wood
room for a semester?”

Ashton McOaughlan
Aerospace Engineering
Sophomore

Steven Hey
Aerospace Engineering
Senior

Stacee Herrschaft
Aerospace Engineering
Senior

Mike Ferullo
Aerospace Engineering
Senior

“Basically, Iʼm glad Iʼm not a
freshman.”

“I think itʼs possible. Itʼs a
pretty big room. If they triple
up the room, they should
half or third the cost.”

“Itʼs gonna be a pain in the
ass for maintenance.”

“Unfair, because it would
cause more roommate
conflicts. Iʼm looking forward
to the modulars, they should
have...gotten the modulars.”

Student Forum 2

To lock up or give up
Much of the news this week for the day-to-day expenses of
centered on things that tax- imprisoned sex offenders.
payers should and should not
He did not clarify the action
pay for. Some things, most that should be taken to mitipeople agree on, but others gate the expenses. There seem
are open to debate.
to be two clear ways to lessen
New York Governor George the prison expenses: early
Pataki ordered the state Division release and execution. On his
of Parole to ensure that no website, he advocated longer
convicted sex offenders were sentences for sex offenders. His
receiving Viagra and other sexu- suggestion is clear.
al performance enhancing drugs
The problem with fiscal conthrough the Medicare system. servatives, like Scarborough,
Pataki acted with information is that they misunderstand the
from state comptrolpurpose of taxes. For
ler Alan Hevesi, who
Scarborough,
taxes
discovered that state
are an unwelcome
monies had paid for the
expense. He cannot
drugs for nearly 200
make any connection
sex offenders between
between taxes paid
2000 and 2005.
and services rendered.
I cannot conceive a
It would seem that
single possible argua multi-term U.S.
ment against Patakiʼs
Representative might
action. The idea of Christopher A. understand what taxes
Noth
anyone paying for
pay for, but I guess not
sexual
performance
every star is as bright
Columnist
enhancers for convictas the sun.
ed sex offenders defies
In this case, when
logic, but the idea of taxpayers we pay taxes, we are effecfooting the bill is truly prepos- tively paying to protect ourterous. Certainly, all people selves. Scarborough views his
are entitled to medication, but tax expense as a gift given to
giving sex offenders Viagra is criminals in the form of free
like giving John Wilkes Booth housing and food. On the other
a derringer or Jeffrey Dahmer hand, what taxes are truly
a knife and fork.
doing is keeping the public safe
Actions in New York have from criminals. Taxes that pay
prompted
national
action; for prison and other criminal
most states are currently expenses are a fee paid to keep
investigating the situation and criminals off of the streets. If it
taking action to ensure that means .6% of my income to keep
the problem is resolved.
the perverts in prison, Iʼm willMSNBCʼs Joe Scarborough, ing to pay for it.
of
Scarborough
Country,
The simple conclusion from
does not however, think these this weekʼs headlines is that
actions are enough. On his there are things taxes are and are
show Monday, he complained not meant to pay for. As far as
with a guest, saying that even sex offenders are concerned, the
if tax payers did not pay for sex state should pay to lock them up,
drugs, they were still paying but not to get them up.

The Avion asks: “What do think about Theokas, Doucette and Thing
being removed from the flightline?”

Josh Smith
Aeronautical Science
Sophomore

Joanne Solimon
Aerospace Engineering
Senior

Kathleen James
Aerospace Engineering
Senior

Kimberly Caudill
Aerospace Engineering
Senior

Jonathan Ruel
Engineering Physics
Junior

Scott Makowsky
Aerospace Engineering
Senior

“The fact they were fired
means someone in the
university actually cares
about the flight program.”

“Kids come to this school
with a goal they had from a
small age. When you allow
politics to get involved,
thereʼs something wrong.”

“Iʼm not a flight student, but
there should have been
more warning, ...whatʼs to
prevent them from firing
my professor?”

“My fiancé is finishing up
the flight program, so the
change doesnʼt affect him,
but he does like the idea of
the new scheduling [ideas].”

“I hope thereʼs a good
explanation that theyʼre just
not telling us. Hopefully they
donʼt suddenly raise tuition.”

“It seems so sudden...what
was so bad [that] warranted
them being fired so
suddenly with out
proper warning?”

SPACE & AVIATION
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Discovery rolls back to VAB to swap boosters
Brian Case
Business Manager
NASA officials are taking no
chances on the launch of the Space
Shuttle Discovery. NASA took the
unusual step of returning the shuttle
to the Vehicle Assembly Building
from the launch pad last Thursday.
It was only the 15th time in Shuttle
history that a vehicle was rolled
back from the launch pad.
The purpose of the move is to
detach the shuttle from the orange
external fuel tank and two solid
rocket boosters that propel it into
orbit. It will then be mounted to
another fuel tank originally intended
for the Space Shuttle Atlantis,
scheduled to be the second orbiter to
fly after the Columbia disaster.
That tank incorporates a new
heater that prevents ice buildup
when super-cooled liquid rocket fuel
is pumped into the fuel tank.
The area of the tank the heater
is attached to was previously covered by foam insulation, which
was prone to detachment during
launch. Damage to the ceramic
heat-absorbing tiles on the leading edge of Columbia is believed
to have been caused by dislodged
foam striking the wing at launch.

Discovery is still scheduled
for launch on July 13. Originally
scheduled to launch in May, the
fuel tank heater was just one of
many factors that forced the delay.
Sensors in the external fuel tank
that read when the tank is empty
initially failed during a fueling
test, where the tank is filled with
liquid hydrogen then drained.
NASA engineers replaced wires
and other hardware before completing a second fueling test on May
20, where the sensors performed
correctly. The cause of the original
problem is still undetermined.
Also under recent scrutiny is
the shuttleʼs landing gear assembly. Small cracks were found in
the landing gear of Atlantis last
week. An inspection of Discovery
was
immediately
completed,
and no cracks were found.
When
Discovery
launches,
over 100 cameras will monitor
the launch for potential problems.
Both wings have been equipped
with 66 accelerometers to detect
the impact of debris during launch.
Once in orbit, a laser mounted
on the shuttleʼs robotic arm will
pass over the leading edge to
detect cracks as small as 0.02 inch.
What remains to be seen is how
well these new systems perform

during launch and what NASA
officials will do if they detect a
problem. One advantage the crew of
Discovery will have over Columbia
is that they will be docking with the
International Space Station. If the
shuttle is determined to be unsafe
for a return trip to earth, the crew
could be rescued from the station.
The
current
launch
window extends from July 13
through July 31.
Discovery is slated to begin the
booster-swap May 31 when it will
be detached from its current booster
stack, and slowly hoisted from one
high-bay to the other inside the
Vehicle Assembly Building.
On June 7, it will be attached
to the other booster set and
undergo fitting and connetion
tests before rolling back out to the
launch pad on or around June 14.
Once back at the pad, Discovery
must be fitted with its mission
payload and supplies, the last
major milestone before launch.
Should launch occur July 13, it
will be targetted for 3:51 p.m. EDT.
The launch window moves approximately 23 minutes earlier each day
through July 31. If Discovery does
not make it off the ground by then,
the next window with daytime lighting conditions opens Sept. 9.

US Air, Am. West unite
Joshua Brown
Advertising Manager
On May 19, US Airways Group Inc.
announced its merger with America
West Holdings Corp. Pending approval by the U.S. Bankruptcy Court, the
new airline, which will use the US
Airways name, will become
the nations fifth-largest carrier and is expected to earn
$10 billion in annual revenue.
America West President and
Chief Executive,
Doug Parker, will
become the head
of the new Arizonabased airline. According to Parker,
“The union of America West and US
Airways will create a full-service,
low-cost carrier”. Operating as the
first national low-cost hub-and-spoke
carrier, the new airline will be ready to
compete with smaller companies such
as Southwest Airlines Inc. and JetBlue
Airways Corp. as well as major
companies like Delta and American
Airlines. Customers can look forward
to simplified pricing and travel destinations, which will include 275 cities
across the U.S., Canada, Mexico,
the Caribbean and Europe. During a
transition period of two to three years,
both airlines have decided to keep
operations, flight crew, maintenance
and safety procedures separate and
plan to slowly start working them
together as soon as practical.
The two airlines have been discussing this merger for more than
a year; however, they never moved
forward due to US Airwaysʼ ongoing bankruptcy problems. The D.C.based company filed for its second
bankruptcy last September. According

to Bruce Lakefield, US Airways
President and Chief Executive, the
airlines have agreed to make Arizona
its headquarters for economic reasons.
“Itʼs much less expensive to be here”
says Lakefield. America West and
US Airways still owe a combined
$1 billion to the Air Transportation
Stabilization Board, but their merger
will potentially save them
up to $600 million annually.
Furthermore, four companies
have agreed to invest $350
million into the new operation
and US Airways
will have access
to another $1.1
billion
in
cash and debt refinancing.
The combined airline is expected to
operate a mainline fleet of 361 planes,
which will consist of 239 regional jets
and 57 turboprops for charter service
into the mainline system. This is down
from the 419 aircraft operated by both
airlines at the beginning of 2005. US
Airways plans to return 25 additional
aircraft by the end of 2006 in addition
to the 46 aircraft that it already plans
to return.
The combined airline plans to
take on delivery of 13 Airbus
A320 aircraft that had been
previously ordered
by America West
Airlines. Airbus
has also agreed
to reschedule the
delivery of 30 A320ʼs to
2009-2010. In the way
of international travel, the
merged company will work with
Airbus to transition to an all-Airbus
international fleet. This fleet will
consist of Airbus A330 aircraft and
by 2011 will include the Airbus A350.

Latest NOAA sat. launched

Once fully merged, the airline plans to
place its primary hubs in Charlotte,
Phoenix, and Philadelphia. Secondary
hubs will be located in Las Vegas
and Pittsburgh. Focus cities will be
in Boston, New York, Washington,
D.C. and Fort Lauderdale.
Due to the move from D.C. to
Arizona, some US Airways employees in Arlington are likely to lose their
jobs. US Airways currently employs
30,100 people, 600 of them based at
the D.C. headquarters. America West
currently employs 14,000 people. This
merge will cause some difficulty in
figuring out the seniority scale as US
Airways has been around for 66 years
and America West is still fairly new
with only 22 years under its belt.
Together the airline will employ
more than 44,000 people. The airlines
will more than likely compare seniority lists and let go of workers with the
least amount of experience. During
a press conference, Doug Parker
stated that “although US Airways and
America West are clearly two different airlines with two different cultures,
our common traits far outnumber our
differences. We are all aviation professionals proud of our heritage, eager
to serve the traveling public and
hopeful for the future. While
seniority integration
will be a challenge
for us and our
employees, we will
ensure that those
issues are discussed and
resolved in a fair and
equitable manner”. The
new airline will be governed by a 13member board, which will include six
members from the current America
West board and four members from
the current US Airways board.

NEXT LAUNCH FROM CAPE CANAVERAL
A Boeing Delta 4 rocket will launch the GOES-N weather satellite into geostationary orbit for the NOAA and
NASA on June 23. Launch is scheduled for 6:13 p.m. EDT, the opening of a 45-minute launch window.
Meanwhile, the Delta 2 that is to carry the next Global Positioning System satellite into space will remain
grounded until at least the end of July, Boeing and the Air Force said last week. The reason is due to unspecified
technical issues with the spacecraft.
June 23
Delta 4
GOES-N wx. satellite
Launch time: 6:13 p.m. EDT

NET July 13
Space Shuttle Discovery
RETURN TO FLIGHT!
3:51 p.m. if July 13

Late July
Delta 2
Next GPS sat.
Launch time: TBD

PHOTO COURTESY KSC.NASA.GOV

ROLLING BACKWARDS AT SUNRISE, Discovery begins the 4.2 mile, ten-hour journey back to the
Vehicle Assembly Building on May 26, where the orbiter will be detached from its booster stack and reattached to different one, which was originally intended to support the second post-Columbia mission.

Philip Larson
Guest Reporter
Following four delays over the
past three months, a Boeing Delta
2 rocket launched the long awaited
NOAA-N civilian weather satellite
into polar orbit for NASA and the
National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA) on Friday,
May 20. The weather observatory will continue to facilitate the
45-year history of tracking the Earthʼs
climatic state from space.
The 3,130-pound spacecraft was
launched from Vandenberg Air Force
Base in California at 6:22 a.m. EDT
on its $341 million mission. As is
typical at Vandenberg, low clouds
and fog hindered good views of the
launch, but viewers downrange saw
quite a sight of the rocket streaking
through the early morning sky with
the moon in the background.
Previous attempts at launch were
disrupted by high winds, electrical
problems and a broken fuel vent
hose which triggered contamination
checks of the satellite.
The Delta 2ʼs second stage separated from its cargo sixty-five minutes
after launch, and the LockheedMartin-built spacecraft then deployed
its power generating solar array to

complete the sequence and begin its
mission in space. After orbit insertion,
the NOAA-N satellite was renamed
NOAA-18 to keep with tradition.
Weather services from the craft will
begin this summer after weeks of testing leading up to the replacement of
the aging NOAA-16 satellite.
Each NOAA spacecraft circles the
planet 14 times a day. Imagery, temperature measurements, and atmospheric
profiles are gathered for meteorologists to analyze. The data collected is
used to create the weather forecasts
we take for granted each day.
“This information goes into the
National Weather Serviceʼs forecast
models. The output gets transmitted
to the National Weather Service sites
and private weather systems like
The Weather Channel,” said Mike
Mignogno, program manager for
the Polar Operational Environmental
Satellites at NOAA. “It helps the local
forecaster know what the chances of
precipitation are, what the temperatures are going to be, what the winds
are going to be over the next day. It is
integral to the local forecast.”
All NOAA satellites are fitted with
the international Search and Rescue
Satellite-Aided Tracking System,
called COSPAS-SARSAT. Over
the past 23 years, spacecraft with
this system have picked up distress

signals from emergency beacons and
are credited with saving almost 5,000
people in the United States, and more
than 18,000 worldwide.
In just the first four months of
2005, the NOAA said 36 people have
been rescued in the U.S. thanks to
the emergency distress signal tracking system that is in place between
satellites and beacons carried by
airplanes, boats and hikers. Last
year, Florida had 36 people saved.
“These beacons help save lives,”
George Withee, NOAA assistant
administrator, said. “As temperatures get warmer, and outdoor
activities increase in remote areas
-- where cell phones donʼt work
-- having one of these emergency
beacons is a good safety practice.”
According to the NOAA, the
satellites detect a beaconʼs transmission and alert ground controllers in
Suitland, MD. Then the signal is
forwarded to the U.S. Coast Guardʼs
Rescue Coordination Center for water
emergencies or the Air Force for land
search and rescue situations.
The final NOAA satellite in this
series is scheduled for launch in 2007.
The NOAA-N Prime is being rebuilt
after a freak accident two years ago.
The $300 million satellite fell because
workers failed to realize it wasnʼt
secured properly before moving it.

FAA data doesn’t satisfy NTSB
Christopher Noth
Staff Reporter
The National Transportation Safety
Board (NTSB) released another
round of recommendations for the
Federal Aviation Administration
(FAA) data gathering this month.
The NTSB is not satisfied with the
FAAʼs tracking methods for general
aviation, on-demand, and fractionally
owned aviation operations.
The NTSB relies on the FAA to provide statistics and information about
accident rates and other safety data.
Currently, the FAA uses its General
Aviation and Air Taxi Activity Survey
(GAATA) to compile information.
According to the NTSB, however,
the GAATA does not deliver data
as reliably as the NTSB needs. The

Advertisement

NTSB said that using comparisons
with other known data, such as
the number of active pilots and
the current level of fuel consumption, GAATA has not captured
changes in general aviation activity.
Also, the safety board pointed
out that “period changes to the
survey have limited its usefulness
for identifying trends over time.”
The National Air Transportation
Association (NATA) corroborated the
NTSBʼs suggestions about FAA data.
The association questioned the
FAAʼs methods, which ignore
the
Operation
Specification
Subsystem used by Part 135 operators, saying “for whatever reason,
the FAA has not chosen to use
this highly accurate data in
completing the GAATA survey.”
The NTSB has published

recommendations
to
improve
FAA methods, which included
possible changes in Part 135
operatorʼs reporting responsibilities.
In the NTSBʼs ideal situation, the
FAA would more accurately verify
GAATA estimates, track the Civil
Aircraft Registrationʼs currency, and
develop new methods for nonscheduled part 135 surveys, including part
135 operations to report hours flown,
revenue flight hours, revenue miles,
departures, and types of operations.
Not all bodies were pleased
with the NTSB recommendations.
NATA is concerned that reporting
all required information could be
a financial burden on an already
strained industry. NATA suggested that a new solution be developed with input from the FAA,
the NTSB and industry leaders.
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Revolutionary game systems appear on horizon
Forthcoming
consoles offer
innovation,
vivid graphics
Darrin OʼBrady
Photography Editor
Itʼs been a long time since the
old console war between Nintendo
and Sega. Back then, we marveled
when gaming switched from 16 to
32 bit. Now, with Sega out of the
console market, Nintendo gives
gamers worry wrinkles by lacking in

a
sufficiently
competitive
business strategy. The majority of the
console war is now
fought between Sony
and Microsoft, companies that didnʼt
even start out in
video games.
The PlayStation 3
and Xbox 360 were
unveiled in the last
two weeks with both
systems having jawdropping
graphics
and super computer
capabilities. Sonyʼs
PS3 boasts the new
Cell processor, running at 3.2-Ghz, a
256MB XDR main RAM
and 256MB of GDDR VRAM
at 700Mhz. Based on Nvidia
technology, the RSX “Reality

Synthesizer,” is the PS3ʼs new
graphics chip and is more powerful
than two GeForce
600 Ultra video
cards, according to
a GameSpot article.
Under the ivory
exterior
of
the
Microsoftʼs
new,
more eye-catching,
Xbox 360 is a superconsole.
Robbie
Bach, chief Xbox
officer at Microsoft
was quoted in Game
Informer magazine
as saying, “We have
the most powerful next-generation
platform.” He made
this statement before Sony showed
off the PS3, but he had reason to be
confident, with Xbox 360 having a

triple-core 3.2-Ghz processor and a
500Mhz ATI graphics chip.
As far as storage, Xbox 360
comes with a detachable and
upgradeable 20GB hard
drive, memory unit support starting at 64MB and
a 12x dual-layer DVDROM. Following in Xboxʼs
footsteps, the PS3 will also
have a detachable 2.5-inch
HDD slot but no word if it
would come standard.
Focusing in on the PS3,
it will use Blu-ray
technology that uses
a blue/violet laser
instead of a red
laser. Blu-ray format discs can hold
50GB of information, which
is about 12 times the capacity of
existing DVDs. Concerning the

Xbox 360, it will be able to play
nearly all CD and DVD formats,
as well as MP3, WMA and
JPEG files.
S h e d d i n g
some light on
Nintendoʼs
next-gen console code named
“Revolution,”
itʼs black and
the size of
three
DVD
cases stacked
on
top
one
another.
The controllers,
like the PS3 and
Xbox 360, are going
to be wireless. The
Revolution will be able to play both
12-centimeter and GameCube discs.
An internal attachment is needed

to play movies and other DVD
content. According to an E3 Insider
article,
Nintendoʼs
President
Satoru Iwata announced that the
Revolution will redefine the term
“backward compatible.” Through
downloadable content, gamers will be able to
play Nintendoʼs
entire catalog of
games over the past
20 years. Not much
else is known about
the system, but be
sure the Nintendo
faithful and gamers
alike are waiting.
The Xbox 360
is due out this
holiday season and the
PS3 is set for Spring 2006.
There is no release date set for
Nintendoʼs Revolution.

Breeding success for wolves AMD announces new chip
Procedure
aids in saving
endangered
gray wolves
Jonathan Mettin
Managing Editor
Experts in St. Louis are
celebrating
the
artificial
insemination of two Mexican gray
wolves who birthed a combined eight
living pups. This is the first time the
non-surgical technique has worked
on the endangered wolves.
Officials at the Wild Canid
Survival and Research Center said
that the “phenomenal” advance
may let wildlife workers rebuild the

wolf population in the southwestern
United States by performing the
noninvasive procedure in the wild,
negating the need to cage them
and bring them to a facility for
insemination, according to Kim
Scott, the centerʼs assistant director.
The Saint Louis Zooʼs reproductive research department, which has
worked with the centerʼs Mexican
gray wolves for fifteen years,
assisted in the procedure.
Mexican gray wolves, the rarest
and most genetically distinct gray
wolf on the continent, disappeared
completely from the United States
in the 1970s. Beginning in 1998,
wildlife officials began reintroducing them into the wild in the southwest. There are now about 60 out
in the wild and about 200 in captivity, according to Susan Lyndaker
Lindsey, the canid center chief.
The center is part of a government
program to restore the Mexican gray
wolf population. Wolves raised at the

PHOTOS COURTESY WWW.TRAINING.FWS.GOV

WILD MEXICAN GRAY WOLVES are benefiting from a program to
rebuild their population in the southwestern United States. A new, nonsurgical artificial insemination procedure is aiding the success.

research center may stay, be moved
to another captive facility or be
released into the wild.
Although endangered red wolves
have been surgically inseminated in
the past, the possibilities of this latest
breakthrough have wildlife experts
like the U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Serviceʼs Colleen Buchanan excited.
“This could have huge implications for future genetic management
of Mexican wolves,” she said in
an
interview
with
the
Associated Press (AP).
The center called on the services of Ragnar Thomassen from
the University of Oslo Veterinary
School to perform the insemination.
Thomassen had perfected a technique
to artificially inseminate foxes and
domestic dogs without operating by
threading a rubber catheter into the
femaleʼs uterus. Once that is accomplished, he injects the semen from a
healthy male wolf.
Saint Louis Zoo Research
Director Cheryl Asa said that while
domestic dogs do not have to be
anesthetized, the wolves were
sedated because they were wild animals and could not be handled. She told
the AP that artificial insemination is
critical to preserving the genetic health
of the wolves.
The two inseminated wolves gave
birth to a combined nine pups – the
average litter size is four to six – in
late April and early May. One died
early, but the other eight “are all
doing wonderful,” Scott said.
While the May pups are being
raised by their mother, the April
pups are being bottle fed after the
mother wolf has inexplicably refused
to nurse them.
“Sheʼs not a real good mom, for
reasons we canʼt put our finger on.
She just has some history of unusual
behavior,” said Scott.
Several opponents have voiced
concern over the wolvesʼ reintroduction, claiming that they could
attack pets and livestock. Although
Lindset says it will restore a natural
balance, in addition to increase tourism, she adds that the wolves tend
to avoid people.
The center also has programs to
protect other wolf species, including
the red wolf. The center leads the
nation in breeding released Mexican
wolves, raising 147.
“Today, all packs of wild Mexican
grays trace their roots back to
us,” Lindsey said.

Hackers trap users in Net
Khoi Nguyen
Staff Reporter

With the continuing growth of
technology and computers today,
new dangers allure unsuspecting
victims into schemes of identity
theft over the Internet.
According to many Internet
security researchers, stealing Social
Security numbers and other sensitive
data is not always an ultra-sophisticated operation but a low-tech job
made simpler by carelessness and
poor safeguarding.
Spyware, viruses, worms, email
fraud, denial of service attacks and
hacking are some of the means that
technology villains use to attack,
steal and destroy information from
every day net users.
In recent weeks, security researcher at San Diego-based Websense
Inc. discovered an unusual extortion
plot when a corporate customer fell
victim to a new virus infection.
This infection locked up at
least 15 types of data files, which
included documents, photographs
and spreadsheets, and left behind
a note with instructions to send
an email to a particular address
to purchase unlocking digital
keys for the files. Also know as
“ransom-ware,” the hacker later
demanded $200 be wired to an
Internet banking account.
FBI and experts have said that the
infected website has been already
shut down and no new similar threats

have been reported thus far. Closing
in on the case, they also said that the
hackerʼs demand for payment is his
weakness, since bank transactions
can be traced easily, much easier
than tracing an email account.
In other news, Wachovia Corp.
and Bank of America Corp.
have reluctantly notified more
than 100,000 customers about
their personal accounts and information after a former bank employee
allegedly stole account numbers and balances to sell to
a man who then sold them to
data collection agencies.
After such embarrassment,
Bank of America Corp. is
currently testing different encryption methods. While encryptions are relatively
inexpensive, they
would make all
records
nearly
impossible
to
access.
Time Warner Inc.,
on the other hand, suffered a major
disaster after they lost backup tapes
containing the names and Social
Security numbers of 600,000 current and former employees from
the Iron Mountain Inc., a storage service that transported the
tapes by van.
A similar event happened in
Colorado when an MCI laptop
containing the names and Social
Security numbers of 16,500 current
and former MCI Inc. employees was

stolen last month from the car of an
MCI financial employee.
Moreover, the FBI and Stanford
University are currently investigating how someone hacked into the
university computer system that
contained information about people
looking for work through the universityʼs Career Development Center.
While there is no evidence that
the hacker had actually acquired any
data, the university had to notify
9,600 career center
clients and 300
company recruiters
about the security
breach.
The
database
contained clientsʼ
names,
resumes,
letters of recommendation and
Social Security
number, but no
financial, credit
card,
driverʼs
license or other
governmental
identification information.
Personal information is like
gold when it comes to identity
theft. Chief technology officer Jim
Stickley, at TraceSecurity Inc., a
Louisiana security company, said
that companies should also clean
up their data before sending it to
an outside party.
To
protect
unknowing
victims,
Stickley
believes
that companies should start
collecting less information.

Advances
bring desktop
power to small
electronics
Christopher Noth
Staff Reporter

AMD recently announced that its
new processor, the Geode LX, will
be able to operate on only one watt
of power. The low power required
for the processor means that it will
be able to operate without any type
of fan or coolant system.
Developers will be able to
easily build and port on the new
chip using familiar applications
because the Geode supports
Windows XP and Windows XP
embedded. The Geode is also built
around industry standardized x86
architecture, freeing developers to
use pre-established development
methods for new products.
In a press release, AMD
explained that “[the] processor
provides increased memory bandwidth through a DDR interface

and enhanced I/O throughput with
USB2.0. With these technical
enhancements, engineers are free to
design innovative products without
compromising battery life, size,
mobility or performance.”
The processor is designed to
operate in small consumer
electronics.
AMD anticipates
that the processor may be used
in HDTVs, point-of-sale kiosks,
Windows-powered,
tablet
PCs,
and handheld
multimedia
devices.
Some companies are already
embracing the
new
technology. Consumer
electronics giant Samsung is
investigating
opportunities
to implement the processor
in its products.
Dr. James Jo, vice president of
the Digital Media R&D Center,
Corporate
R&D,
Samsung
Electronics said, “As a leader and
trend setter in consumer electronics, Samsung aggressively pursues
innovative embedded processor
solutions for our products. Products
like the AMD Geode LX 800@0.9W
processor that integrate low power
Advertisement

and high performance will drive
continued innovation in key markets. Designers will be able to consider completely new x86 architecture-based embedded applications
when not forced to compromise
power or performance.”
Directors at Microsoft are also
energized about the new chip.
Director of marketing for the
Mobile and Embedded Devices
Division for Microsoft, Jane
Gilson said “We are
excited
AMDʼs
new
Geode
LX processor supports
Wi n d o w s
XP and
XP
E m b e d d e d .
Together,
the
flexibility
of
Windows and AMD
Geode processors are enabling
developers to create a range of new
and innovative low-power, highperformance devices.”
AMD claims the industryʼs
highest per-watt performance.
The Geode can deliver 500mhz of
processing power on only one
watt. Chip availability is currently
limited to major manufacturers; the
chips are only $45, but can only be
bought in 10,000 unit lots.

CLASSIFIEDS
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Ormond Beach
Beautiful residential area between
beach and Halifax River. Convenient
Location. Furnished
room/bath/large sitting area, use
of kitchen & garden.
Private entrance in private
single home. $450 including
utilities and cable. Foreign &
U.S. students/faculty welcomed.
(386) 295-3577. Must see
to appreciate available June 1, 2005

Seeking responsible person
to share home. Good location.
Close to Embry-RIddle.
Furnished room and full bath.
General house privilages.
Washer/Dryer. $400 per month.
Includes utilities. Security deposit
and references required.
Please call 226-2380

Roommate Wanted
3 br/ 2ba- only $330/month + 1/2
of electric. Water and cable included.
Available immediately. Only 4
miles from campus. Contact Steve
@ 334-1348. Pets welcome.

For Rent. Large Townhome
in Deerwood Condos, directly
behind Volusia Mall. 2 bedroom/
2.5 bath w/ separated kitchen and
living room. $950 p.m. 1st month &
move in! Large back porch
facing the woods, screened and
glassed with washer and dryer
in large closet. New carpet and
paint (looks great).
Available Immediately. Call
Larry Howell at 341-9806 (cell)
or 761-0027 (home).

FOR RENT
910 Big Tree Rd- Bld 1, unit 2
Gemacy Oak Villa
Large 3 BR/ 2BA. Townhome.
$1,100 p/m. Already set up
for students. Every bedroom has
individual lock and key.
Contact Lysa Muller or Janie
Gagne at CENTURY 21
Sundance (386) 441-6433.

House near campus
Less than one mile. 3 bed/ 1 bath.
Very clean. New crpet,
central heat and air, applicances,
large yard plus more.
Availalbe May 1st. $850
per month. Prefer
non-smokers who are neat.
No pets.
Call 212-1260
or email mostertn@earthlink.net.

House for Rent
Daytona Beach side. 1 BR/ 1 BA.
High Speed Internet cable,
water & power included.
Covered parking. 1.5 blocks to
beach, 2 blocks to
seabreeze clubs. $500/month.
Call John 453-6570

PRIVATE ENTRANCE
Very quiet. Furnished.
All utilities including cable.
No smoking, no drinking.
One person occupancy.
Call 615-3972

House for Rent
3 bedroom, 1 bath Home.
Within a mile from ERAU.
Central heat & air condition.
Includes washer + dryer in a
peaceful setting. $750 per month.
Call 441-4288
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JOBS AND POSITIONS
Swim Instructor Wanted
PT/FT available. Will train.
$10-13 per hour.
Call (800) 511-7946.

www.sharksandminnows.com

Room for Rent
$95.00 per week
Female only
Fridge and Microwave in room
Clean and quiet
Call (386) 673-6837
Location:
Nova Rd + Flomich Ave, Ormond

AUTOMOBILES
1998 Maxima GLE
86,000 miles. Leather, sunroof,
power everything. Bose stereo
CD/Tape, Excellent condition.
Bluebook: $7,900. Asking $7,000.
386-453-7495

1993 Geo Prizm
5-speed stick, aqua color,
excellent a/c, great interior, smooth
ride, good sound system. 163,000
miles. Asking $2,000, we can
negotiate. Come on by and take a
look! Call Josh 846-6363

AUTOMOBILES

MISC ITEMS

1994 Mazda MX-6-LS
138,000 mi, Sony Xplod CD/
MP3, leather, wood grain, sun roof.
Interior:10. Exterior:9. Runs great.
$2,600 386-453-7495.

2003 Heritage Cherry Gibson
SG Standard. Hardly used, mint
condition. Comes with hard case.
Small marshal practice Amp and
extra Tuning heads. $800 obo.
Call (386) 795-2741

2001 Toyota Camry
57K miles. Auto w/ air.
Car is in excellent condition,
must see. Asking $10,000 obo.
Call 788-9010 or 566-1057.

House for Rent
Looking for 2 roomates to share
rent & utilities. 3 bedroom house.
Includes washer & dryer, central
heat & air. Very close to ERAU.
Rent $250 per person not including
utilities. Call 441-4288

Large Furnished Bedroom,
bath and garage space in nice
Ormond neighborhood. Use of house
kitchen, laundry, etc. No smoking,
drinking, drugs. $400/month.
Call 673-2337
Advertisement

Goped for sale
Big Foot Goped with Walbro Carb
and Air Filter. Good tires,
runs great. $275
Call Kevin at 226-6371.
Extended Campus Headquarters.
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COMICS

The Riddle of Life
By Jonathan Mettin

Those planes make nice
tarmac ornaments.

by Wes Oleszewski

The
Student’s
Guide to
Campus Life
at ERAU
by Bill Myers

Advertisement
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Caribbean Rice & Shrimp
(serves 5)
~Jonathan Mettin

1/3 c. diced white onion
1/2 c. corn
1/3 c. diced green bell
pepper
1/3 c. diced red
bell pepper
1/2 c. diced
pineapple
1/2 T. parsley
2 1/2 c. water
2 T. vegetable oil
8 oz. yellow rice
1 lb. peeled small to medium shrimp
Lime juice
Combine parsley, onion, corn, peppers and pineapple in bowl
and mix well. In 2 1/2 quart pot, bring water in vegetable oil to a
boil. Add rice and return to a boil, then add contents of bowl, stir
and return to a boil for 10 minutes. Add shrimp, stir and return to
a boil, then stir, cover, reduce heat and simmer for 25 minutes.
Remove from heat and let stand for 5 minutes, then pour into large
bowl. Sprinkle lime juice for taste, fluff and serve.

Hoagie Dip (serves about 15)
~Marie Mettin

1/4 lb. boiled ham, sliced thick
1/4 lb. pepperoni, sliced thick
1/4 lb. bologna, sliced thick
1/4 lb. swiss cheese, sliced thick
1 diced small onion
2 c. finely chopped lettuce
1 jar mayonnaise
Salt
Oregano
Pepper
Cut meats and cheese into bite-sized pieces, mix with other contents in large
bowl. Add sprinkings of salt, oregano and pepper for taste. Refrigerate for
several hours, then serve with a variety of rolls, bagels and/or breads.

Josh’s Pan-Galactic Gargle Blaster
~Joshua Brown

2 oz Captain Morganʼs Spiced Rum
2 oz Vodka (any brand)
1 oz Bacardi 151
2 oz Raspberry lemonade
1 oz of sweet and sour mix
Ice
Pour all of the ingredients into an ice filled shaker.
Shake and Pour
Makes four 2-ounce shots

Curry in a Hurry
(serves 5~6)
~Shyamal Addanki

6~7 pieces of Chicken Drumsticks
4~5 potatoes, peeled
half an onion, finely chopped
two cloves garlic, finely chopped
two teaspoons chili powder
3 cups plain yogurt
5 tablespoons curry powder
Cut potatoes into eighths, place in large bowl, sprinkle water and
microwave for eight minutes. Sautee garlic and onions until garlic is
browned and onions turn transparent. Remove from heat and set aside.
In separate bowl, whip yogurt with one cup of water until smooth liquid
consistency is achieved and no lumps are visible. In same pan used to
fry onions, add chicken, sprinkle a bit of chili powder and curry powder.
Cook chicken till outside turns white. Add whipped yogurt and potatoes
and stir in rest of curry powder and previously fried onions. Reduce to
medium heat and let simmer until chicken is cooked. Add salt to taste. Eat
with rice or bread.

Sweet Crispy Rice Cakes
(servings vary)
~Mijeong Yoon

1 bag of mini marshmallows (has to be JetPuff mini marshmallows)
1/3 stick of butter
6 or so cups of rice cereal
sprinkles
After eating the above curry, your mouth will probably be on fire.
This is a sweet and quick receipe. On a large non-stick pan, melt butter and
marshmallows until itʼs a smooth mixture. Take it off the burner and turn it to
lowest possible setting. While the burner cools, stir and mix in the cereal and
mix very well. Itʼs going to be a bit sticky and if it gets too hard for you to
mix, put the pan back on the burner and stir until it softens a bit. When done,
add your favorite sprinkles and mix one last time.
If you want to put it into shapes, allow it to cool for a little bit and cut into
shapes. Itʼs the best when itʼs still a bit warm but cool enough to touch.

ENTERTAINMENT
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U2: 25 years later, they still have got the stuff
Vertigo World Tour
U2

Jonathan Mettin
Managing Editor
Imagine, if you will, the feeling that
you get when you realize that this sad,
dark world isnʼt a hopeless case after
all. You realize that all the poverty, all
the hunger and all the suffering can be
washed away with a single word, and
all the hatred can be turned into love.
You hold in your hands the key to the
worldʼs salvation, and you yourself
feel saved at the hands of a prophet.
Did you just come out of your
church, mosque or synagouge? No,
you just saw U2 live, with Minister
Bono presiding over a capacity congregation of 65,000.
In an age where rock legends
are busy touring with recycled 20year-old hits, the boys from Dublin
have shown why they are one of the

greatest bands of all time by hitting
the road behind their new album
How To Dismantle An Atomic Bomb,
playing a dazzling show with their
unforgettable fire while preaching a
message of peace and love.
The show is opened by Kings of
Leon, an American rock band. Their
lead singer bears a strange resemblence to Ashton Kutcher, and their
music is much edgier than U2ʼs, but
they nonetheless put on an excellent
45-minute opening act.
The stage used in the show is
unique, consisting of an inner, circular stage and a large oval walkway,
allowing the band to walk amongst
the screaming crowd.
U2 has been varying their set list
from show to show to keep things
fresh, switching the order radically
from night to night and swapping out
songs. Consistently, however, they
play the three singles from Atomic
Bomb (the tourʼs namesake “Vertigo,”
“All Because of You,” and the moving
ballad “Sometimes You Canʼt Make
It On Your Own,” which was written in memory of Bonoʼs late father).
They play a solid mixture of U2 hits
from their early days all the way to
2000ʼs “Elevation.” Perhaps the most

amazing part of the show is dusting off
some relatively unknown tracks from
the bandʼs earliest albums, including 1980ʼs Boy (U2ʼs first album)
and 1981ʼs October.
Lately the band has been kicking
off the show with “City of Blinding
Lights,” a simply amazing piece of
music where the Edgeʼs distorted
guitar really shines, proceeding
directly into the hit single and singalong-friendly “Vertigo.” There is a
slight pause as the band converses
with the crowd before launching
into “Beautiful Day.”
One of the more memorable portions of the show is the set of “Love
And Peace Or Else” from Atomic
Bomb leading directly into the anthem
“Sunday Bloody Sunday.” Drummer
Larry Mullen, Jr. plays on a set on the
walkway, with Bono, the Edge and
bassist Adam Clayton pacing the set.
As Bono winds the first song down
with a solo vocal performance of
coexistence and dons a bandana bearing the words “ALL IS ONE” with the
Islamic crescent, the Star of David,
and a Christain cross, Mullen returns
to his drum set on the stage begins
the harsh intro to “Sunday Bloody
Sunday.” Caught up in the moment,

JONATHAN METTIN/AVION

U2 JUST WRAPPED UP the first leg of their Vertigo World Tour with two weeks of shows in the northeast.
The tour will return to America in late September after playing summer tour dates in Europe.
Bono snatches the drumsticks from
a security guard and begins pounding on the walkway drum set like a
battle call, screaming “No more!”
with every other beat as the song
takes shape.
Bono encourages the audience to
join him in the fight for Africa, saying
it can be proof positive that ordinary
people can work together to change
the world. As he proclaims his vision

of a global village where everyone is
equal, lights behind the stage begin
displaying all the flags of the world
while the band launches into “Where
The Streets Have No Name” to the
overwhelming applause of the crowd.
U2ʼs initial set runs just shy of two
hours, but two encores push the total
stage time close to three hours.
The first encore has featured a
moving acoustic version of “Yahweh,”

as well as a rousing rendition of
“Pride.” The second encore has seen
the classic “With Or Without You”
and the funky “Mysterious Ways.”
The band is now about to kick of the
European leg of its tour before returning to the States in the fall, including November shows in Tampa and
Miami. If you can find a ticket, you
should definitely get it - this is one of
the best shows out there. Period.

Star Wars saga wraps up Entertainment Forecast
with Revenge of the Sith
MOVIES
Anakin turns
to dark side in
action-packed
series finale
Star Wars Episode III:
Revenge of the Sith

Brian Case
Business Manager
As I waited for the beginning of
Star Wars Episode III: Revenge of
the Sith, I had mixed emotions: I
was happy that this seemingly endless series of films was coming to
a close, and was worried that this
final installment would disappoint
the same way Episode I and Episode
II did. As I left the theater, I felt only
one thing: satisfaction.
After the debut of Episode I,
die-hard fans and critics alike were
outraged by the childish characters
and weak story. If youʼve never been
subjected to the ramblings of Jar Jar
Binks, consider yourself very lucky.
The movies targeted kids, and left

older fans out to dry. Sith is not a
childrenʼs movie; itʼs the only Star
Wars to earn a PG-13 rating. For
those unfamiliar with the story, this
final installment in the Star Wars
prequel trilogy tells us how Anakin
Skywalker becomes Darth Vader
and joins the dark side. From beginning to end, itʼs full of exciting fight
sequences, views of exotic worlds,
and more violence than expected.
George Lucasʼs special effects
company, Industrial Light & Magic,
created some of the most breathtaking scenes ever brought to the big
screen. Moviegoers get a glimpse
of the forest-covered Wookiee home
world, as well as inventive aliens,
droids, and a very nimble Yoda.
A major pitfall of Sith is the flat
performances put forth by Hayden
Christensen (Anakin Skywalker) and
Natalie Portman (Padmé). I doubt
anyone goes to Star Wars expecting
Oscar winning performances, but
Christensen left a lot of room for
improvement. Another disappointment is the lack of suspense. After
all, you know which characters live
or die based on who appears in the
original trilogy. When Episode IV:
The Empire Strikes Back debuted
in 1980, a lot of effort was made to
keep the famous line “Luke, I am
your father” under wraps. With
Sith, the plot was well known
to almost everyone.
By now, I would wager
that anyone who was
interested in seeing

Sith has already been to the theater.
In the first four days of its release,
ticket sales amounted to $158.5 million, a box office record. If youʼve
never seen a single Star Wars,
I wouldnʼt recommend
starting with Sith, unless
you typically pick up a
new book at page 100.
In almost every
review Iʼve read, the
critic tries to compare this
series of prequels to
the original films.
In most cases the
originals
win
in almost every
respect. I believe
any comparison
of the two
series is completely unfair.
The bottom
line is that Sith
complements
the original
films, adding depth
to
the
classic
tale.

Based on the best-selling novel,
The Sisterhood of the Traveling
Pants tells the tale of four lifelong
friends separated for the first time
as they keep in touch by sending
a pair of thrift-shop jeans to each
other. It opens on June 1.

Cinderella Man follows James
Braddock (Russel Crowe) as
he becomes an underdog boxer
during the Great Depression in
an effort to feed his family. The
drama also stars Renée Zellweger
and opens June 3.

Brad Pitt and Angelina Jolie
play a married couple with a twist
in Mr. & Mrs. Smith: they are
both assassins, and find out that
their next targets are each other.
The movie opens nationwide
on June 10.

MUSIC

Reality TV star and daughter of
“the grandfather of metal” Kelly
Osbourne will release Sleeping
in the Nothing on June 7. Her
first album, Shut Up!, has sold
over 150,000 copies in the U.S.

A boatload of greatest hits
albums are about to hit the shelves,
including Hank Williams, Jr.ʼs
fourth. Also coming out are the
hits of Little Richard, Pat Benatar,
A Flock of Seagulls, Aaron Carter
and John Denver.

The Black Eyed Peas will
release their second album,
Monkey Business, on June 7.
They will also play at the Hard
Rock Live Orlando on June 13 at
9 p.m. GA Tickets are $28.50.
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DMB’s Stand Up a sure hit
Stand Up
Dave Matthews Band

Ryan Jones
Technology Editor
Last semester, a friend of mine
adamantly declared, “I hate Dave
Matthews.” Shocked and struggling
to find the right words, I crossexamined her motives for such open
hostility to one of the worldʼs most

popular contemporary bands.
I concluded that the culture of
DMB worship – a cult in which my
friend Jarod could be an ordained
priest – was simply overwhelming
to someone who simply refused to
believe in “The Dave”.
Dislike comes from preference, but
her hatred results from a backlash
against the philosophy of band devotion and the surrounding culture.
While not the biggest fan of Dave
Matthews Band, I certainly debate
anyone who claims the group isnʼt
talented. However, I do prefer the
earlier, jazzier albums in which
each band member got to show off
with extended solos and the overall
sound was truly unique in an MTV-

dominated world of boy-band, emo,
corporate-punk crap.
Everyday, which topped the charts
in 2001, was much more radio-ready
for mass consumption than previous albums. While democratic in
its appeal to the everyone, the band
had departed from its roots. After
four years of separate tours and solo
work, the long-anticipated Stand Up
is closer to the original essence of
Dave but overall the album sounds
over-produced with decent songs that
lack the natural jam band flow. Itʼs
clear this is a studio album designed
to fly off the shelves, but record sales
are not the reason we all love DMB.

LOCAL ENTERTAINMENT

Latin sensation Los Lonely
Boys will play at the House Of
Blues Orlando on Thursday,
June 2 at 8:30 p.m. (doors open
7:30 p.m.) GA standing tickets
are $25. Zayra Alvarez will
open the show.

Hard Rock Live Orlando will
host The Village People on
Friday, June 3 at 8 p.m. Doors
open at 7 p.m. All tickets are $23,
with GA available at the door
and reserved balcony and table
seating available in advance.

The Pilot isn’t so dim
Philly, London to
host Live Aid sequel
Strange We Should Meet Here
Idiot Pilot

Jonathan Mettin
Managing Editor
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THE DAVE MATTHEWS BAND, after regrouping last year, has now
claimed the number one slot in Billboardʼs Top 200 chart with their
new album Stand Up, selling over 465,000 copies in its first week.

Collective Soul will make
a stop at the House of Blues
Orlando on Thursday, June 9 at
8 p.m. General admission standing tickets are $25. Luna Halo
is the supporting act, and doors
open at 7 p.m.

Twenty years after two billion
people worldwide tuned their televisions and stood in the sweltering
July heat to watch the biggest bands
of the time play two
simultaeneous concerts,
one in London, one in
Philadelphia, to help
relieve hunger in Africa,
their children will have the
opportunity to do likewise.
Bob Geldof, former lead
singer of the Boomtown Rats
and organizer of the original
1985 concert has announced
“Live 8” for July 2 to coincide
with the annual G-8 economic
conference in Scotland. He has
said he wants the worldʼs wealthiest nations to contribute more
to African charities.

A press conference scheduled for
today in Philadelphia is expected to
announce plans to host the concert
on the Benjamin Franklin Parkway,
with the stage being on the steps of
the cityʼs art museum, made famous
by the movie Rocky. The original
venue, JFK Stadium, was torn down
to make room for a new stadium.
Also, rumors are that the London
portion of the show will take place
in Hyde Park rather than the
original Wembley Stadium.
It is unclear if more
cities will participate.
Live Aid featured, among others, The Who, Black Sabbath,
Sting, David Bowie, Bob
Dylan and Queen.
Reports indicate that several
acts are in the works for Live 8,
including Eminem and a reunited
Spice Girls, as well as returning several acts from the original, like U2,
Madonna and Paul McCartney.

Jonathan Mettin
Managing Editor
“We
wanted
to
find
a
juxtaposition between the most
emotionally charged music we
knew, mixed with the cold logic
of electronic sounds,” said Michael
Harris, the lead vocalist of Idiot
Pilot. “Itʼs the tension between
them that excited us.”
That tension pervades their debut
album, Strange We Should Meet
Here. After listing some of their
influences as Aphex Twin and
Talking Heads, U2 and The Blood
Brothers, you would expect a
fairly divergent album, but Strange
comes as a bit of a surprise: while

it gels very nicely, the almost
sublime tension between the subdued electronica and crooning lead
vocals and the hardcore screaming
background vocals and guitars
makes for a CD that will draw some
listeners in with its inner turmoil.
“Spark Plug” and “Arrhythmia” are
two good examples of this. Many
of the songs on the CD feature
a nearly seamless integration of
airy techno beeps, riffing guitars
and solid percussion.
While the idea is a good one,
Idiot Pilot is overplaying it a bit.
While most of the songs are very
well done, the band goes out of the
way on several songs to juxtapose
their styles so blatantly, taking the
ambient dischord and turning it into
a full-fledged clash.
That said, this band has some
serious potential. Their sound is
unique and they have a decent
amount of talent. While not earthshattering, the duo of 18-year-olds
have managed to release a solid
debut album. Will their music find
a following? Only time will tell.

